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Comparative analysis of Middle Stone Age artifacts
in Africa (CoMSAfrica)

1 | INTRODUCTION

Spatial and temporal variation among African Middle Stone Age (MSA)

archeological assemblages provide essential cultural and behavioral

data for understanding the origin, evolution, diversification, and dis-

persal of Homo sapiens—and, possibly, interactions with other hominin

taxa.1,2 However, incorporating archeological data into a robust

framework suited to replicable, quantitative analyses that can be inte-

grated with observations drawn from studies of the human genome,

hominin morphology, and paleoenvironmental contexts requires the

development of a unified comparative approach and shared units of

analysis. Lithic (stone) artifacts provide the fundamental source of

information for continental-scale comparisons of past hominin behav-

ior because they quantitatively dominate the Paleolithic record, and

unlike organic artifacts made of bone or shell, they are preserved in a

larger variety of depositional settings. However, attempts to integrate

African MSA lithic data from different periods or regions have suf-

fered from divergent research traditions among archeologists that

employ incompatible approaches, definitions, and data collection

methods. Communication among analysts is further constrained by

the presence of varied theoretical and methodological schools, includ-

ing analytical grammars that may represent distinct ways of viewing,

describing, measuring, and interpreting the world (i.e., attribute analy-

sis vs. chaîne opératoire). These issues are further exacerbated by dif-

ferences in geography, geology, ecology, and research intensity

between different parts of Africa. Archeologists across Africa thus lack

a common, intersubjective and transparent system for lithic analysis,

with currently few shared basic definitions or protocols of measure-

ments. Yet, objectivity and replicability are two functional require-

ments of science.

2 | WORKSHOP OVERVIEW

The workshop “Comparative Analysis of Middle Stone Age Artefacts

in Africa (CoMSAfrica)” aimed to reflect upon a common and replica-

ble analytical framework, as well as proposing concrete solutions for

its implementation. It builds on previous efforts to standardize pan-

African comparisons which focused on higher taxonomic entities,

specific categories of stone artifacts, or individual regions.3,4 Organized

by C. Tryon and M.Will, the workshop brought together 12 international

scholars (see author list) working in different periods and regions of

Africa, with varied methodological backgrounds. The workshop was held

between November 5th and 6th 2018 at Harvard University (USA),

and funded through the Accelerator Workshop Program of the

Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study (https://projects.iq.harvard.

edu/comsafrica). The meeting included short introductory presentations

by all participants followed by a series of more focused roundtable dis-

cussions to define the main problems and issues confronting compara-

tive lithic analyses of African MSA assemblages. The final goal was the

development of a unified analytical approach. As a two-day workshop

was obviously insufficient to solve problems of such magnitude, the final

discussion focused on outlining a working model and roadmap for future

meetings and collaborations through the CoMSAfrica network.

3 | OUTCOMES

Comparability and replicability require explicit and unambiguous defini-

tions shared across researchers. Initial group discussions clarified the

need to focus on simple, individual artifact attributes, such as

length, where interobserver error and appeals to expert knowledge

(i.e., difference in the experience of analysts) could be minimized, or at

least better constrained, reflecting an underlying trade-off between

analytic complexity and replicability. It also became clear that defini-

tions of even fundamental artifact classes such as cores and retouched

tools were strongly affected by a researcher's experience and methodo-

logical background. Here, the typical application of compound

definitions—those in which a given class is identified as the product of

multiple independent attributes that often have nonbinary states—

increased the probability of interanalyst divergence. While considered

tractable, it was accepted that the two days available were insufficient

to resolve these complexities, or the dependent issues of core and

tool typologies, and these were set aside for subsequent workshops.

The broader implications of these problems should not, however, be

overlooked: continent-wide, or even regional meta-analyses of existing

lithic data sets are confounded to a considerable degree by interanalyst

variance (e.g., Tryon and Faith5).
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Following these realizations, the workshop focused on the fun-

damental issue of interanalyst variance as a starting point, in particu-

lar by giving attention to the recording of unretouched flakes only.

Attributes used to describe unretouched flakes appeared to show

higher levels of interanalyst agreement and lesser involvement of

expert knowledge, and thus potentially the highest comparability

among the workshop participants. Unretouched flakes are also the

most frequent category of finds in MSA lithic assemblages. They

carry important information about production methods and tech-

niques, as well as information on reduction sequence and intensity,

and have featured prominently in recent quantitative studies of tem-

poral and spatial technological variability among early H. sapiens

populations (e.g., Tostevin6; Scerri et al.7).

Workshop participants developed a working minimum set of

about 40 attributes considered useful for reliable comparative ana-

lyses, using previous efforts to provide a standardized list of attri-

butes suitable for inter-site studies (e.g., Wilkins et al.8) as a starting

point. We discovered that databases specifically designed for a single

African region do not work equally well for all parts of the continent.

Discussions about attribute definition, coding, and collection method

are ongoing, a process that revealed substantial variation in the way

that even seemingly basic attributes such as flake thickness, propor-

tion of cortex, and dorsal scar patterns were defined, measured, and

assessed. One of the clearest outcomes was the need to first develop

a robust program to evaluate interobserver variability in each of the

chosen variables to establish baseline uncertainty estimates before

moving to collect, compare, and contrast data aggregated from MSA

sites across Africa. Otherwise, we might be comparing differences

in the behavior of contemporary archeologists rather than that of

ancient hominins. We have initiated a round-robin replication study in

which all workshop participants analyze an experimentally generated

flake assemblage, using our 40-attribute list to evaluate and quantify

interobserver error on each measure, similar to interlaboratory studies

done for radiocarbon dating and tephra correlation.9,10

4 | FUTURE DIRECTIONS

4.1 | How to continue the CoMSAfrica program?

All participants agreed on the need to create an enduring research

network and communication platform for tackling the problem of

comparative MSA lithic studies, and to continue the work started by

the inaugural CoMSAfrica workshop. As seen in the current “replica-

tion crisis” affecting many of the sciences,11 the problem of replica-

bility and comparability between researchers is not unique to

archeology, nor is it something that will go away soon or be solved

by individuals alone. The workshop participants decided to

strengthen within-group research cooperation, to establish a digital

communication platform (i.e., Open Science Framework; Slack), to

hold future workshops to develop the initial approach summarized

here, and to present the results at professional meetings held in

Africa and elsewhere. The long-term aim is to open up the network

to all researchers working on the MSA of Africa, once basic issues

with the recording framework and database are resolved.

4.2 | How to develop the method and database?

Although one outcome of the workshop was a working list of attributes

for unretouched flakes that we believe will be useful for large-scale com-

parisons among MSA assemblages, the reliability and replicability of many

of these attributes remains to be demonstrated. Individual studies have

examined interobserver variance for various kinds and aspects of lithic

artifacts, such as the identification of Levallois flakes, raw material types,

and measurements.12–14 Differentiating between individual attributes

that can and that cannot be reliably compared between analysts has to

precede any future application of the recording framework itself. Balan-

cing replicability with expert knowledge—which is required for any in-

depth analysis of stone tools—constitutes another key concern. The

planned replication study will focus on these issues and specify levels of

interobserver variance that are considered to be acceptable from the out-

set as part of the study design. Another issue to be assessed is the con-

cern that the attributes chosen be applicable to all lithic raw materials, as

the material properties of quartz in particular have often caused analytical

problems, yet MSA assemblages made from this material dominate many

regions (e.g., Equatorial Africa). In terms of the envisioned database itself,

we are currently exploring multiple digital and open access platforms.

4.3 | How do we plan to apply these data?

Ultimately, the goal of CoMSAfrica is to generate data that can be used

for comparative studies of African MSA lithic artifacts to answer behav-

ioral questions about the past on multiple temporal and geographical

scales. This will require a combination of existing data sets by the partici-

pants using attributes that are found to be most comparable between

researchers in our replication tests. Only with an approach like this can

we reliably perform continental-scale comparisons and assess the tempo-

ral and spatial variability among African MSA sites. Such replicable arche-

ological data will provide the basis for testing models of cultural change,

spatial isolation, and dispersal with the goal of ultimately integrating this

information with evidence from hominin morphology, genetics, and

paleoenvironmental reconstructions.
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